Germ-line deletion involving the INK4 locus in familial proneness to melanoma and nervous system tumors.
Joint predisposition to malignant melanoma and nervous system tumors (NSTs) is a puzzle. Several melanoma susceptibility genes have been identified, including p16, a clustered tumor suppressor. However, the molecular bases of inherited proclivity to NSTs in the absence of a recognizable genetic syndrome are unknown. We analyzed two families with joint proneness to melanoma and NSTs in view of genetic linkage and identification of the causal molecular lesions. Highly informative linkage markers were used for segregation analyses of the predisposition alleles in the two pedigrees. Characterization of the molecular lesions required hemizygosity mapping based on microsatellite markers physically mapped to contigs of the 9p21 region and a Southern blot approach using several PCR-generated probes. Both families were found to be allelic and linked to p16 markers. In the family segregating the melanoma/NST syndrome, a large germ-line deletion ablated the whole p16, p19, and p15 gene cluster (or INK4 locus), whereas a more circumscribed molecular lesion disrupting p16 and p19 but leaving p15 unaltered segregated with the melanoma-astrocytoma syndrome (MIM 155755). Our results suggest that multiple cancer susceptibility in these two families ensues from contiguous tumor suppressor gene deletion. Indeed, known phenotypes associated with germ-line p16 mutations and an apparent correlation between the deletion span and tumor spectrum in the two families suggest a new model of cancer pathogenesis based on the inactivation of contiguous tumor suppressor genes, an alternative to the established pleiotropic effects of single-gene disruption.